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The Ultimate Guide to Using your Android Smart PhoneIncludes Complete Free Bonus Second
Book!!Learning any new operating system can be challenging, but learning the process on the
smaller screen of a smart phone can be even more so! â€œThe Ultimate Guide to Using your
Android Smart Phoneâ€• is designed to help users of Android smart phones to learn the basics of
the Android platform in easy step by step processes. This step by step approach ensures that
everyone â€“ regardless of their current smart phone or Android experience â€“ can perform the
functions described in this book. Whether you are looking to start from scratch with your new smart
phone, personalize your old Android phone or learn how to perform specific Android functions,
â€œThe Ultimate Guide to Using your Android Smart Phoneâ€• covers all of the basics and then
some regardless of the brand, model or version of your current Android phone! Download this
Bestselling Book Now!!
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I was a first time smart phone owner. I was totally confused on everything that was going on with my

phone. This book took me through what was happening and gave me choices on what to do. The
manual that came with the phone was well written but there still were a lot of holes on what to do.
This book helped to fill in the missing information.This book was a great help. I would recommend it.

I bought an android phone a few days ago which is very new to me because before this I had a
Windows phone. So I got this book to get some information on how to use an android phone. This
book has provided me enough information to understand my phone's functions easily. Now I will be
able to personalize my phone without anyone's help. Good information!

Huge disappointment. I should have looked at the "look inside" before I wasted $10 on this. It's little
more than a pamphlet with no illustrations, and grammatical errors. I don't think this garbage was
even proof read. Bought it for my non-technical brother. It is absolutely of no use to him in figuring
out his android phone.

I have an Android Phone. I bought this weeks ago. There's a little bit problem that I don't know how
to fix. My friend told me to search guideline on how to properly use android. In fact, this book is a
great help. I resolve it quickly and also I learn a lot of strategies as well as new features that I have
not been aware of previously.

This guide was a real life saver. I have owned several androids and have always found them very
confusing. However, this book was able to quickly explain to me what I was doing wrong. I had no
idea that the Android was so powerful. I always got confused with the different menu systems. That
all has come to an end after reading this book. Now my phone is much better organized and the
best part is that I understand all of the different menus and how to get the most out of the phone!

Technology is growing so fast, and unfortunately, I am one of those who is not very technologically
intelligent. Android, Apps, Settings this was a big mess for me. This book helped me a lot to
understand new technology, so I can finally use my phone for 100%. Great about this book is that
the Author is not talking too much around. He directly explains what works and how it works and
shows your way how to follow his steps.

Since I am moving from an IOS platform to Android, I really needed this book to acquaint me with
the features as well as the set ups for an Android smartphone. So far, I find the instructions very

clear. I might miss out on some features but, I know I will be able to master this operating system
soon, with the help of the tips provided here. I understand now why there are people hooked to
Android. Its versatility and the opportunities for customization are its most attractive factors.

This book is helpful for a beginner learning how to use the Android phone.This is ideal for first time
owners of an Android phone.It helped explain some of the androids workings including how to use
its features and made it easier for anyone to learn how to use it. Overall this was good information.
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